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Good Morning All.... A Beautiful Morning that Started Out
Quite Foggy ....
....It's the proper timing for the next Appln of '''Parka''' on Apples for
several Guys..... We're striving for excellent coverage... Use a 1%vv or 1
ga.-Acre. on Full-Production-Size-trees....just pencil-down from there
with your TRV.
....Wherever there are just way too many Apples on the Tree.... Be
sure to do extra VitaZyme Apps .... For many reasons....
like **Fruit Size and **Quality **Brix **ReturnBloom **Over-All-TreeStress-Relief ********Any Guys using and really diligently watching
VitaZyme results, are always impressed.....
The most critical issue I see right now on some of these Heavy-LadenBlocks is the Return-Bloom-thing.
You probably should have a tickle of Refine[NAA] in that tank
also...?? Wow---Some of the Gala are just way over-loaded.
....SunScald--SunBurn on Apples and in All Crops is getting some
Folks real nervous.... Ask me about the old '''PurShade''' .....and
the PurShade-Clear''' without the ''Residue'' ...... and how these Products
can help you prevent Sun-Burn-Scald -- 616-887-9933-ron
....Some very Smart-Money-Blues-Boys are Ordering Significant
Quantities of These....
AvianControl for Birds
CS2005
MainStay Calcium-S.I.
Regalia
Imidacloprid [Alias 4F]
Grandevo
Mustang Maxx
Hero
Brigade
S
 Aver
....and several of the other Redox Products.... Besides the MainStayCalcium-S.I. This ''S.I.'' really makes harder Berries
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....'''Never trust a Government that doesn't trust it's own People
with Guns.''' ...Ben Franklin
....And for All Crops...Many Universities and Hundreds of
pretty-high-priced-well-paid-Independent Researchers are making
quite a fuss lately about '''Soil-Microbial-Activity'''  ...like in the last
2-3-4 years.... ??? .... A lot.... Looking at this for in All Crops.
All of you Redox Disciples know of course that the Scientist
at Redox University have been working with this for over 20 years
now.... and they have a pile of very intensely-in-depth and
impressive Data.... and they have hundreds of very satisfied &
profitable Growers proving and reinforcing more and more of their
Practices and Formulas and Theories around the Planet every day.
If you will take a break.... Get yourself a good Pour.....Pull up a
chair and type-in '''RedoxChem.com''' ...and then clic around the
Web-Site..... for maybe just 15 Minutes....??? You will then likely
agree that these Redox Guys are way out ahead of the boys downthe-street that are now talking about Soil-Microbes.... and from
what I have been told about the stuff down-the-street...??? It's crazypricey and kind of a nuisance to work with.... ??? Some Guys
explained to me that it's a very serious nuisance.
I just don't want anybody getting ''Duped'' .... I just so
desperately hate that when really Good Guys get talked into
something and pay-thru-the-nose for it.... and then scratch their
heads looking for results..... Their money gone down a rat-hole.
The Science of Redox is very Hi-Tech... and Nobody else has their
Formulation-Technology ...
'''Redox University''' is a Name I use for the Redox-Head-ShedBurlee-Idaho where our Sales Team goes to ''Redox U.'' which is
their-3-Day-Training Sessions whenever we want to...whenever we
can. Please take note of any Redox-Seminars that I mention in these
Fruit Ridge Notes.... for you to attend to help you get more of the
Basic Fundamentals. I don't pretend to understand all of it.... I'm
not a PhD or a Scientist.... but I really do find it all intriguing ...
And the Redox-PhD's have Staffers embedded at several Universities
World-Wide... doing Research and Trials. Its a pretty amazing very
cool Company.
Hoping You Get a Chance to Enjoy Your Weedend !!!!
.....r

